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extra space 

In saying that "we" have only now gotten to the "beginning" Newman may be 

saying that with this tIavesty and 

the "solution." 

4D 
of a book he has gottenAwhefe he will present 

4 
He may well be forecasting a seque4 in which Is solves the crime with 0W4id 

impossible Cuha "solution." 

That can come from ignorance, in this book a Professor Newman specialty. Tt 

can also come mom from the baseIOss political preconception, 3 And the fabrications that 

ar so obvious in this book, f ode is not of Newman's subject-matter ignorance of of 

his political preconceptions. 

1 Vkihy else does he base this book on the obvious fictions and famit fabrications 

already prointed t  out, his fabrications about Cuba and Uastro and about Duran and 

Lechuga and about that childish nonsense that eastro got Duran to "entrap" Oswald 
41a 

with "sexual services" 	astro? 

There is not a utord of Truth in. any of this, yet it is basic to his book as it 

would be to any sequel. 

It is not even rational. 

That Osilld or anyone else wtpuld be teentrapped" into an assassintion 

few clandestine bits of sex? 

This isn't even up to the level of kid stuff. 

Yet it is the basis of this book and it may well be the forecast of what is 

to come. 
0A-10 

Together with the complet,Jy false accunt of Oseal(Das "underground" and of 
A . 

all the other lies Newman has wits thai7;Wone. 

This and mord like it require more than determined ignorance? . 

N. 
They require determined dishonesty of intent and p 

With -Lids book as the standard, my what any sequel/ will be! 



Newman insert/correction 

(The fourth issue of Open Secrets, the publication of the Coalition on 

Political Assassinations dated àugust 1995, states Newman's JPX and Cuba was 

due to be published that fall by arroll & Graf.) 


